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ABSTRACT 
This paper is aimed at a characterization of the particular j,, - J,-elementary 
factor which originated in the investigations of Arov and Krein on the matricial 
Carathiodory problem. 0 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
At the end of the sixties V. P. Potapov and his school started to study 
matrix versions of classical Caratheodory, Schur, and Nevanlinna-Pick inter- 
polation problems. In particular, they considered such problems from the 
point of view of J-theory. It has turned out that the solution set of such an 
interpolation problem can be described by a linear fractional transformation 
of matrices, the generating matrix-valued function of which has distinguished 
properties expressed with the aid of some signature matrix J. If the set of 
given interpolation data is finite, then this matrix-valued function can be 
chosen as a rational J-inner function. Rational J-inner matrix-valued func- 
tions which have exactly one pole in the extended complex plane C, are said 
to be J-elementary factors. Starting from a particular normalization concept, 
V. P. Potapov and his pupils constructed distinguished representations of 
J-elementary factors (see Djukarev [21], Djukarev and Katsnelson [22, 231. 
Dubovoj [24], Galstjan [36], GolinskiI [38, 391. Kovalishina [40]). These 
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investigations have been continued and extended by Dubovoj, Fuchs, and the 
authors (see [25], [26], [29], [31], [32], and [35]). 
During the last 25 years several different approaches to matrix interpola- 
tion problems have been developed (see, e.g., Adamjan, Arov, and Krein 
[l-4], Arov [5-lo], Arov and Krein [17, 181, Bakonyi and Constantinescu [19], 
Ball, Gohberg, and Rodman [20], Dym 1271, Foias and Frazho [ZS], and [26]). 
Thereby, some other distinguished J-elementary factors were constructed 
which describe the solution set of the interpolation problem in question. In 
[3I], the authors characterized some of these J-elementary factors which are 
connected with the matricial Schur problem. This was done by uncovering of 
some more hidden forms of normalization. The matricial Caratheodory 
problem is related to two different signature matrices, namely to 
j,, = (:; _:J and I9 = ( _“I, -oz9). 
where I, stands for the q X q unit matrix. The main goal of this paper is to 
characterize the particular j,, - I,-elementary factor which occurs in Arov 
and Krein’s [I71 treatment of the matricial Caratheodory problem. Moreover, 
we will study a block completion problem for such j,, - J,-elementary 
factors. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, let n be the nonnegative integer, and let p and q 
be positive integers. We will use the symbol CPxq to denote the set of all 
p X q matrices each entry of which belongs to the set @ of complex numbers. 
The notation I, stands for the unit matrix which belongs to c9’9. The null 
matrix that belongs to C Px9 will be designated by OpX 4. If A and B are 
q X q Hermitian matrices such that the matrix C := A - B is nonnegative 
Hermitian (respectively, positive Hermitian), then we will write A > B 
(respectively, A > B). A matrix A E CPx9 is called contractive (respec- 
tively, strictly contractive) if I, > A*A (respectively, I, > A*A). The set of all 
p X q contractive matrices will be denoted by odpX9, whereas lfDpX9 stands 
for the set of all p X q strictly contractive matrices. If A E Cqx4, then the 
matrices se A := +(A + A*) and 2:m A := (1/2i)(A - A*) are said to be 
the real part of A and the imaginary part of A, respectively. We set 
R,$ := {A E c9’9 : Yte A > O,,,) and RG := {A E C9x9: Se A > O,,,}. 
ELEMENTARY FACTORS 
If a sequence (Ak)zzO of p X q complex matrices is given, then let 
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A, A, A, *-- Opxr, O/m, 
S,(A,,A,,...,A,):= . . . . . . 
A,_, A,-, A,_, -’ i, Op;<, 
I A,, A,_, A,_, *a* A, A, / 
(1) 
If f is a p X q matrix-valued function which is holomorphic in a neighbor- 
hood of the origin, then we set 
where 
Syl := S,( A,, A,, . . . , A,), (2) 
is the Taylor series representation of f for all complex numbers z which 
belong to some neighborhood of the origin. 
Let Z? be a nonempty subset of the extended complex plane C,, and let 
f : 2?-+ C Pxq be a matrix-valued function. Then let the q X p matrix-valued 
function f":SF-+ C9’P be given byS?:= {x E C, : fi ESF~ and 
f(z) := [f(z)]*. (4) 
If y is a nonempty subset of F, then Rstr y f stands for the restriction of f 
onto jY. If P is a p X q matrix polynomial of formal degree rz, and if 
P(z) := i ok& z E C, (5) 
k=o 
is the Taylor series representation of P around the origin, the reverse matrix 
polynomial flml of P with respect to the formal degree m > n is defined by 
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2. SOME FACTS FROM l(2) - 1”‘-ALGEBRA 
An m x m complex matrix is called an m X m signature if 1” = J and 
J’ = 1. Throughout this paper, we will assume that J, J(l), J@), and Jt3) are 
m X m signature matrices. 
REMARK 1. lf a is an eigenvalue ofJ, then CY = k 1 or (Y = - 1. lf r is 
the multiplicity of the eigenvalue + 1 of J, then there is an m X m unitary 
matrix U such that U*JU = j,,, where s := m - r and 
i 
I 
6ag( I,, - I,), 
r = m, 
j,, := O<r<m, (7) 
- Z, > r = 0. 
In this case, we will say that J is an m X m signature matrix with signature 
(r, s). 
Clearly, j,, is an m X m signature matrix with signature (r, s). We will 
mainly work with this signature matrix (in the case r = s = 9) and the 
7.9 X 29 signature matrix 
(8) 
Observe that j,, and Jq are intimately connected to the so-called matricial 
Schur problem and the matricial Caratheodory problem (see, e.g., Dym [27] 
and [26]). 
REMARK 2. The matrix 
(9) 
satisfies the identities C,J,C, = jqq, C,j,,C, = J,, C; = I, and C;I = C,. 
In particular, Jy andj,, have the same signature (9,9). 
In the following, we will see that the simple algebraic result stated in 
Remark 2 will be very useful for our further considerations. 
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An m X m complex matrix A is said to be ] @) - I(‘)-contractive (respec- 
tively, strictly J (‘) - J(l)-contractive) if J@) > A*J(‘)A (respectively, J@) > 
A*J(i’A). An m X m complex matrix A is called J@) - J(l)-unitary if J@) = 
A*J(i)A. For short, a J - J- contractive (respectively, strictly J - J-contractive) 
matrix is said to be J-contractive (respectively, strictly J-contractive), whereas 
a J - J-unitary matrix is also called J-unitary. 
We will use @‘“‘,I”‘) (respectively, @J’*‘~J(‘))) to denote the set of all 
J (‘) - J (‘)-unitary (respectively, J (‘) - J(l)-contractive) matrices. 
LEMMA 1. Let J (l’ be an m X m sign ature matrix with signature (r, s), 
and let J (‘) be an m X m signature matrix with signature (p, q). Then 
E’(l’“‘~~(“) # @if and only if r < p. 
Proof. According to Remark 1, let Vi and U, be m x m unitary 
matrices with UT J”‘U, = j,, and U$J(‘)U, = j,,. Obviously, A belongs to 
$@I’l’, I”‘) if and only if B := UTAU, E @jw,j,s). First suppose that ‘@‘“‘, I”‘) 
# 0. Then @(j~~~~*j~~) # 0, i.e., there is a matrix D E Cm’, with j > 
D*jrs D. Now we assume that r > p. Then s < q and - I4 > <gy2, 
Dz2 >jJDT,, D&j*, where 
is the block partition of D with s X s block D,,. This implies 
D&D,, > Dy2 D,, + 1, > Z,. 
Therefore, D,, is nonsingular. Thus, the matrix A := diag(j,, 9 
nonsingular as well. Moreover, the inequality (11) yields 
A*j,,A = diag(jp,4_s, --Dg2D2,) <jpq. 
-8) 
(10) 
(11) 
D,,) is 
(12) 
According to Sylvester’s law of inertia, the matrix G := A*j,, A has exactly r 
positive eigenvalues. However, since the matrix j,, has only p positive 
eigenvalues, this is a contradiction to the inequality (12). Consequently, 
r < p. Conversely, now we suppose that r < p. If F,, := diag(O,x,, I,), then 
A := Vi F,.,U,* satisfies 
A*](‘)A = U,F,,j,,F,.,U,* = U,( -F,,)U,* Q U,j,,U,* Q U,j,,U,* =J@). 
Hence, A belongs to E? (J”‘~J(‘)). In particular, the set 9@*‘~J(‘)) is nonempty. 
w 
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LEMMA 2. The set ‘%(J’*‘,I”‘) is nonempty if and only if the m X m 
signature matrices J(l) and ]t2) have the same signature. 
Proof. First assume %! (~‘*‘z Z”‘) + 0. If A E @Z’2’.Z(1)), then A*](i)A = 
] (2) implies (]@)A*J”)) A = Z,. Hence A is nonsingular. Thus Sylvester’s law 
of inertia provides that J(l) and ] (2) have the same signature. Conversely, if 
we suppose that J(l) and ] (2) have the same signature, then Remark 1 shows 
that U~JW, = V~](“W, with some unitary matrices Vi and U,. Hence, 
A := U,tJT is ] (2) - ](‘)-unitary. In particular, 20, J”‘) is nonempty. n 
To conclude this section we will recall some useful properties of ]c2) - 
J(l)-contractive matrices. These three statements can be readily checked (see 
also [30, Lemmas 4-71). 
REMARK 3. 
(a) Zf A is a J(‘) - J(l)-contractive matrix and if B is a JC3) - JC2)- 
contractive matrix, then the product AB is also I@) - JC1)-contractive. 
(b) Zf A is a ](‘) - J(l)-unitary matrix and if B is a ]c3) - JC2)-unitay 
matrix, then AB is lC3) - J(l)-unitary. 
REMARK 4. Suppose that J(l) and ] (2) have the same signature. Zf 
A E Y&‘*‘~~“‘), then det A # 0 and A-’ belongs to @“‘~ I(‘)). 
REMARK 5. Zf J(l) and JC2) have the same signature, and if A is 
J(‘) - J(l)-contractive (respectively, JC2) - J(l)-unitary, strictly J@) - J(l)- 
contractive), then A* is ] (l) - ] (2)-contractive (respectively, ] (l) - ] (2)- 
unitary, strictly ] (‘) - ] (2)-contructive). 
Now we will focus our attention on the special q X q signature matrices 
j,, and Jq given by (7) and (8). In particular, we will use linear fractional 
transformations generated by j,, - Jq-contractive or ], - jqq-contractive ma- 
trices. For this purpose, let us recall the notion of linear fractional transfor- 
mation of matrices. 
Assume that A E C2qx29 is partitioned into q X q blocks via 
(13) 
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The set Q := {X ~ C q×q : det(A21X + A22) v~ 0} is nonempty if and only if 
rank(A21, A22)= q. In this case, the right linear fractional transformation 
~Aq'q) : Q ~ C qxq is defined by 
~Aq×q(x) := ( AHX + Ai2)( A21 + A22 )-1. (14) 
The set 8" := {X --* C q×q : det(XA12 -t- A22) v~ 0} is nonempty if and only if 
rank(A~2, A~z) = q. If 8" v~ 0,  then the left linear fractional transformation 
O~AAq'q) : ~ E C q×q is given by 
~rqA×q(x ) := (XA12 + A22)- l (XAl l  + A21 ). (15) 
Basic facts on linear fractional transformations of matrices can be found, 
e.g., in [41] and [26, Section 1.6]. 
LEMMA 3. Let A ~ C 2q×2q be partitioned into q X q blocks via (13). 
(a) Suppose that A iS jqq - Jq-contractive. Then: 
(al) Both matrices A12 and A22 are nonsingular. 
(a2) Both matrices E := -A~21A21 and F -'= -A~21All are contractive. 
(a3) I f  Q := {X ~ Cqxq :det(A21X + A22) ~ 0}, then ~qXq C__ Q, 
~Aq'q)(~'~ 0 Q) c >~ , and S~Aq' Xq) C >. Moreover, c Q qXq __ Rq )(~)q _ Rq ~qXq - -  
if and only if ~ ~ Dq× q 
(b) Suppose that A is jq - jqq-Contractive. Then: 
(bl) Both matrices A21 and A22 are nonsingular. 
(b2) Both matrices G := -A12 A~21 and H := -AnAl11 are contractive. 
(b3) If 8 ~ := {X ~ C q×q : deffXA12 + A22) ~ 0}, then ~q×q c ~, 
> ~ ~)(K~×~ n ~) _ R~, aM~q ~)(~q×) _ rt~. Moreover, ~q×~ c ~ if 
and on ly  i f  G ~ a3 q × q . 
Proof. Parts (al) and (a2) were already proved in [30, part (b) of Lemma 
8]. For each X ~ C qxq, we have 
act( A2~X + A22 ) = act A22 • det( I  - EX). (16) 
Therefore, ~qXq C Q is necessary for E ~ ~q×q. Now suppose that E 
~q×q. Then (a2) yields E ~ ~q×q\~q×q. Hence, de f t / -  EE*) = 0. The 
matrix X := E* belongs to ~q×q. Moreover, (16) implies det(A21E* + Az2) 
= 0, i.e. X ~ Q. Consequently, ~qXq is not a subset of Q. 
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To prove part (b) we suppose that A is J, - j,,-contractive. Using 
Lemma 7 in [30], we see that the matrix A* is j,, - J9-contractive. Then we 
obtain from part (a) that (bI) holds true and that both matrices E, := 
-(A*,)-lA$ and F, := -(A*,,)-lAy, are contractive. Hence G = E*, and 
H = Fi are contractive. 
Now we turn our attention to part (b3). For all X E @qx 4 we have 
det( XA,, + A,,) = det( I, - XC) det A,,. (17) 
Thus part (bl) shows that D, x 4 _ c 8. Now let X E 8. Then Y := 3”. q)( X> 
fulfills 
(yp 1,) = (X4, + A,,)-‘( X, I,) A. 
Since A* is j,, - Jq-contract&e, it follows that 
2 ge Y = (Y, Z,&,Y)* = (Y, Z4)( -J,)(Y, I,)* 
= -(X4, -+A,,)-1(X> Z9)AJ9A*(X I,)*[(J% +A&-I]* 
2 -(X4, +Adl(K Z,)j,,(X $)*[(xA,, + A,,)-‘]* 
= (X4, + 4J1(I, -~*)[P,, +4J1]*- (18) 
Thus we see that X E K,, 4 n 25’ implies Y E Rc . Moreover, we see from 
(18) that Y E Rg’ is necessary for X E Dyxq. It remains to check the 
asserted equivalence. If G E Dqxq, then part (b2) shows G E K, xq \D4 x4. 
Hence det(Z - G*G) = 0. According to part (b2) the matrix X := G* 
belongs H 4 x 9. On the other hand, the equation (17) implies X 4 8. There- 
fore Kgxq is not a subset of g. n 
At the end of this section we state a result on the structure on jP,-unitary 
matrices. A proof can be found in 127, Theorem 1.21. 
REMARK 6. Let U E C(P+q)x(P+q). Then the following statements are 
equivalent : 
(i) U is j,,-unitary. 
(ii) There are unitary matrices U, E C PxP, 77% E Cqx4 and a p X 9 
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strictly contractive matrix E such that U = H(E)diag(U,, U,), where 
H(E) := 
,/--I Ed--’ 
E*dp-’ 
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3. I (2) - 1”‘-ELEMENTARY FACTORS 
Throughout this section, we will again suppose that I(‘) and Jc2’ are 
m X m signature matrices. 
DEFINITION 1. An m x m matrix-valued function W is said to belong to 
the Potapov class ~Z(ZI,ZU (D) if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) W is meromorphic in D. 
(ii) det W does not identically vanish. 
(iii) W(z) is J c2) - J(r)-contractive for all z which belong to the set H, 
of all points of analyticity of W. 
For short, we will write 9,&D) for ~ZU~,Z&D). Furthermore, we will 
continue to use the symbol H, for the set of all points of analyticity of a 
meromorphic matrix-valued function W. If I(‘) and Jc2) have the same 
signature, then ~Z~Z~,~&ID) is a subset of the Nevanlinna class [.KJ(D)]“‘~~ 
of all m x m matrix-valued functions each entry of which is a complex-valued 
function which is meromorphic in D and which can be represented as 
quotient of two bounded holomorphic functions in D (see [30, Lemma 131). 
Consequently, in this case, every function A which belongs to 9 (z,,Z&lI) 
has radial boundary values _A-a.e. on 8, where _h designates t e linear h 
Lebesgue-Bore1 measure on T. 
DEFINITION 2. Let Jo) and Jc2) be m X m signature matrices with the 
same signature. A function A E~Z,~J,,&KD) is called Jc2) - J(l)-inner if the 
radial boundary values of A are J(‘) - I(‘)-unitary _A-a.e. on 8. 
Observe that the class 9px,([[D) of all p X 4 Schur functions, i.e., the set 
of all functions f : D + @ P ’ 4 which are holomorphic in IID and which satisfy 
Z -f*<z)f( z) > 0 for all z E D, is a subset of [~..(llI)]P~q. The Schur class 
yp.,(D) is intimately connected to the set gq(D) of all 9 X Q Caratheodory 
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functions. A function Sz : D -+ @qxq is said to be a q X q Carathhodory 
function if R is holomorphic in D and has nonnegative real part Be n(x) 
:= $[n(z> + CI*(z)] for all z E ID. 
REMARK 7. Let A ~9~ J (rCn), and let A be partitioned into q X q 
blocks via (13). Then we will &lQA to denote the set of all g E Pq x ,(D) for 
which det( A,, g + A,,) does not identically vanish. In view of part (a> of 
Lemma 3, QA is nonempty. Zf g E QA, then let 
-y9jqw := (Al& + AdA21g + Ad-** (20) 
Furthermore, if y is a nonempty subset of QA, then let *jjq)[y’] := 
{-@jiq’(g): g E y]. Zf g E QA, then the function *jiq)(g) belongs to 
q, D) (see [30, Lemma 161). From part (a2) of Lemma 3 it follows that i 
E, := -A&‘A2, belongs to Pqxq@). Zf the function A is nondegenerate, i.e., 
if Z - [E,(z,)~*E,(z,) > 0 for some z0 E D, then QA =~qx~(llI) (see [30, 
Definition 6, Remark 16 and Lemma 171). 
REMARK 8. Let A be an arbitrary function that belongs to 9Z,, j,,‘D). We 
will write 8’A for the set of all g E Pq .,@I) for which det(gA,, + A,,) does 
not identically vanish. From part (b) of Lemma 3 it follows that 8A Z 0. Zf 
g E gA, then we see from part (bl) of Lemma 3 that 
z *.g := ZEH,: { d4&)4&4 +A&)1 = 01 
is a discrete subset of H,, and we set 
qljq)(g) := (g42 + Ad1k4, + 4,). (21) 
Zf _Y is a nonempty subset of E’*, then let~Jq)[~] := {qjjq)(g): g E y’). 
LEMMA 4. Let A EP’~,~,,‘D). For each q E 2YA, the function h := 
s;a”i q)(g) given by (21) belongs to gq(D). Zf g is a strictly contractive q x q 
Schur function, then g E zA, %e h(z) > Oqxq, and det h(z) # 0 for all 
2 E D. 
Proof. Use Lemma 2.1.9 and part (c) of Proposition 2.1. in [26], and part 
(b3) of Lemma 3. n 
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From part (b2) and Lemma 3 we see that GA := -A,, A,-,’ EP~,,~(UJ). 
DEFINITION 3. A function A that belongs to TJ,, j,@D) is called nonde- 
generate if GA := -A,, A&’ is a strictly contractive q X q Schur function. 
REMARK 9. Let A E PJ,, j,~~). Then Lemma 2.1.5 in [26] shows that A 
is non&generate if and only if there is a z,, E D such that G,(z,) is strictly 
contractive. 
LEMMA 5. Let A EP~~,~,,‘W. Th e 0 f 11 owing statements are equivalent: 
(i) A is nondegenerate. 
(ii) ZA = Pq x ,(D) and %A g = 0fir all g E _F” x ,UCD). 
Proof. (i) * (ii): Apply part (b3) of Lemma 3. 
(ii) * (i): Let z E H,. Then (ii) implies that det[XA,,(z) + A,,(z)] # 0 
for each X E Kqx4. Thus parts (bl) and (b3) of Lemma 3 yield (i). . U 
Now we will consider a class of matrix-valued functions whose restrictions 
onto D turn out to be J (2) - J(l)-inner functions. 
DEFINITION 4. An m X m matrix-valued function A, which is meromor- 
phic in 43,, is said to be a J (2) - J(l)-elementary factor if the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) A has exactly one pole at z0 E C,. 
(ii) For each z E D\{z,}, the matrix A(z) is Jc2) - J(l)-contractive. 
(iii) For each z E U\{ z,), the matrix A(z) is J(‘) - J(l)-unitary. 
Observe that J w - J(l)-elementary factors are also called J(l)-elementary 
factors. The set of all J (‘1 - J (‘)-elementary factors with pole of order n + 1 
at z = za will be denoted by 8,$~;~~“). For short, let 8$:“z,, := 8’,$$. 
Obviously, condition (i) in Definition 4 implies that every JC2) - J(l)- 
elementary factor is a nonconstant rational matrix-valued function. 
REMARK 10. From condition (iii) in Definition 4 and Lemma 2 it 
follows that g,$y; !:I’) is empty $fJ”) and JC2) have different signatures. 
In view of Remark 10, now we will turn our attention to the case that Jo) 
and ] (2) have the same signature. 
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REMARK 11. Let J(l) and J (2) be m X m signature matrices with the 
same signature. In view of Remark 4, one can easily see that the restriction 
A q of an arbitrary] (2) - J(l)-elementary factor A onto D is aJ(‘) - J(l)-inner 
function. 
REMARK 12. Let z0 E Co, and let n, and n, be nonnegative integers. Zf 
A E Z$,:“~; 16’)) and B E ZJ,(!~i,J~~), then C := AB is a JC3) - J(l)-elementary 
factor with pole of order not greater than n1 + n2 + 2 at z = .q, or a 
constant matrix-valued function with JC3) - J(l)-unitary value. 
From Remark 3 one can immediately see that the following statements 
holds true. 
REMARK 13. Let J(l), Jc2), Jc4), and JC4) be m X m signature matrices 
with the same signature ( p, 91, and let z0 E Co. If A belongs to Z’,$ !1:3)), 
then for all U E zZ!J@‘~~(~)) 
belongs to E,,$‘~; ii”‘. 
and all V E sY~@‘~I’“‘), the function B := UAV 
If Jo) and Jc2) are ( p + 9) X ( p + 9) signature matrices with the same 
signature ( p, 9), where p and 9 are positive integers, then the rank of the 
leading coefficient matrix of any J (2) - J(l)-elementary factor A with pole at 
z = w is not greater than p (see [3O, Proposition I]). This fact leads us to the 
following notion. 
DEFINITION 5. Let J(l) and J Q) be (p + 9) x ( p + 9) signature ma- 
trices with the same signature (p, 9), and let A be a Jc2) - J(l)-elementary 
factor with pole at z = cc). If the rank of the leading coefficient matrix of A is 
equal to p, then A is said to have full rank. 
The set of all J w - J(r)-elementary factors with pole of order n + 1 at 
z = ~0 which have full rank will be denoted by Si;l({‘f~,J”‘). 
REMARK 14. Let J(l) and J (2) be ( p + 9) X ( p + 9) signature matrices 
with the same signature ( p, 9). From Remark 5 then the following equiva- 
lences follow immediately: 
” 
(a) A E E’,$:)‘~(l)) if and on14 if A E Z’i’, 1,X 
(1) ,‘2’) 
. 
” 
(b) A E .P$~‘~$“) if and only if A E S$~cf’~~(2’). 
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Now we will concentrate our attention to the special 2q X 29 signature 
matrices j,, and Jg given by (7) and (8). From Remark 2 we already know 
that j,, and Jg have the same signature (q, q). We will study a normalization 
concept for j,, - J4-elementary factors with pole at z = ~0. 
REMARK 15. Zf the matrix C, is given by (g), then it is readily ,checked 
(see also [30, Lemma 121) that A E tF,$:?’ (respectively, A E $$2’) if 
and only if B := C, A belongs to 8’,,$!~:$40 (respectively, 5$>~:$‘). 
D. Z. Arov [5-91 introduced a particular concept of normalization of 
j,, - jpg-inner functions. For the case of j,, - j,r4-elementary factors, this 
concept can be simplified (see [13] and [3I]). Now we are going to define 
corresponding normalizations for j,, - J,-elementary factors and J4 -j,,- 
elementary factors. At first sight it seems to be natural to realize this via 
Cayley transformation. However, the canonical j,, - Jy-elementary factor 
which was associated by Arov and Krein [17] with an arbitrary nondegenerate 
matricial Caratheodory problem would not fit into this concept (see 133, Part 
VI). For this reason we are looking for a normalization which characterizes 
the Arov-Krein j,, - J4-elementary factor. 
DEFINITION 6. Let A E i?$>;:?’ [respectively, A E &F~$$], and let 
(13) be its block partition into q X q blocks. Then A is called Arov-normal- 
ized if A,(O) > 0, A[,;’ ‘l(O) > 0, and A,,(O) = 0 [respectively, A,,(O) > 0, 
Al”’ ‘I(O) > 0 and A,,(O) = O]. 
In the following, let J&$;:?’ (respectively, &‘,I,$$) be the set of all 
Arov-normalized j,, - J?-elementary (respectively, Arov-normalized J4 - 
jq,-elementary) factors with pole of order n + 1 at z = ~0. From Remarks 2 
and 14 one obtains immediately the following. 
REMARK 16. A l d$$) if and only if x E@$!{:$). 
LEMMA 6. _&$‘;‘,i) c &jqq’ I,). n+l,m 
Proof. Assume that A E LZ&~?: 2’ and that A has the block partition (13) 
into q X q blocks. The left lower q X q block of the leading coefficient 
matrix LY, of A is exactly [ Ai’;;’ i’(O)]*. Since Ayi’ “(0) is positive Hermitian. 
Proposition 1 in [30] yields then 
q = rank [ A$,’ l’(O)]* < rank (Y, < q. n 
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INTERRELATIONS BETWEEN j,, - &-ELEMENTARY FACTORS 
AND 9 X 9 CARATHliODORY SEQUENCES 
We have already mentioned that there are certain interrelations between 
the Schur class 5$x,(D) and the C ara 60 th d ory class gq(D). In this section 
we will see that these sets of holomorphic matrix-valued functions are also 
connected to the set of all j,, - J,-elementary factors (or Jq - jq4-elementary 
factors) with pole at z = +~a. 
Let r be a nonnegative integer or r = ~0. A sequence (pk)iZO of 9 X 9 
complex matrices is called a 9 X 9 Carathbodory sequence (respectively, 
nondegenerate 9 x 9 Caratheodory sequence) if for every integer n with 
0 < n < r the block Toeplitz matrix 
Tcr):= %e(S,(T,,lY,,...,I?,)) n 
is nonnegative Hermitian (respectively, positive Hermitian), 
S,(r,, Ii,. . . , r,> is given by (1). If (fk)~+ is a given sequence of 
complex matrices, then the power series 
(22) 
where 
9X9 
ncz) := 2 rkZk, 2 E D, 
k=O 
defines a 9 x 9 Caratheodory function if and only if (lYk)i=a is a 
(23) 
9X9 
Caratheodory sequence (see, e.g., Kovalishina [40] or [26, Theorems 2.2.1 and 
2.2.21). A 9 X q Caratheodory function Sz is said to be nondegenerate if the 
sequence (rk>y=, of its Taylor coefficients (in the Taylor series representa- 
tion around the origin) is a nondegenerate 9 X 9 Caratheodory sequence. If 
(I,&‘=, is a given finite sequence of 9 x 9 complex matrices, then the set 
%[I,, I-i,. . . , r,] of all fl E Fq?,(D) for which (I,);=, is exactly the sequence 
of the first n + 1 Taylor coefficients in the Taylor series representation 
around the origin is nonempty if and only if (I?,);=, is 9 X 9 Carathbodory 
sequence (see, e.g., Arov and Krein [17] or [33, Part 11). If (I&+ is a 
nondegenerate 9 x 9 Caratheodory sequence, then the set G?JlY,, rl, . . . , r,] 
can be described by certain linear fractional transformations (see, e.g., Arov 
and Krein [17], Kovalishina [40], and [33, Parts IV and V]). We will later use 
such a particular representation of %$ I,, Ii, . . . , r,,], namely those one 
which is due to Arov and Krein [17]. Now we will study some interrelations 
between j,, - Jv-elementary factors with pole at z = a and 9 X 9 
Caratheodory sequences. 
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REMARK 17. Let A E Pjqy, ,$D), and let (13) be the block partition of A 
into q X q blocks. Then the function II q := A,, A;’ belongs to the 
Caratheodoy class E’q(D). In particular, if 
k=O 
is the Taylor series representation of R o around the origin, then (rkn )iQO is 
a q X q Caratheodoy sequence. Similarly, if A E YZ, jp@), then Remark 8 
and Lemma 4 yield that 0, := Ai2’A,, belongs to gq(‘,(D). In particular, if 
k=O 
(25) 
holds for all =. E D, then (lYkm )jJ= D is a q X q Caratheodoy sequence. 
In view of Remarks 2, 11, and 17, now we will introduce the following 
notions. 
DEFINITION 7. 
(a) Let B be a j,, - Jy-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at 
z=m,andlet A:=Rstr.D B. If (24) is the Taylor series representation of 
KI q := A,, Ai; where (13) is the q X q block representation of A, then 
(rko )Fzo is said to be the q x q Caratheodory sequence which is associated 
with B. 
(b) Let B be a J, - j,,-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at 
z = 00, and let A := Rstr. D B. If 925) is the Taylor series representation of 
fi, := A,‘A,,, then (rk’ )izO is said to be the q x q Carathhodory se- 
quence associated with B. 
REMARK 18. (a) Let B E i?F~~:~), and let (rp);,O be the 9 x 9 
Carath&odoy sequence associated with B. In view of Remark 14, then 
B E $$;j,’ has th e 9 x q Caratheodoy sequence ((rko )* )zsO. 
(b) Zf B E E”Z ‘j, ) n,,!1: has the 9 x q CarathtGodoy sequence (rkg )knzo, then 
((r,‘)*)~,e is the 9 x q Caratheodoy sequence of B’ E 8$$‘:‘~‘. 
REMARK 19. Let A E 2$‘l:‘mg’ (respectively, A E Z’~$$“), and let 
(IYk)~=O be the q X 9 Carathe’odo y sequence associate with A. Then r, = 
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A,,(o)[ A22(0)]-1 (respectively, r, = [ A,,(Ol-lA,,(0)), where (13) is the 
q x q block partition of A. 
LEMMA 7. 
(a) Let A E $?;;2’. Then the Carath&do y sequence (r,);! 0 which is 
associated with A is n~ndegenerate. 
(b) Let B E &y:q . ’ ’ ) Then the Carathioodoy sequence (Ak)rzO which is 
associated with B is nondegenerate. 
Proof. It is readily checked that the matrix-valued function F := C, A 
belongs to $2::$“‘, where the matrix C, is given by (9) (see also [30, 
Remarks 7 and 81). If F is partitioned into q X q blocks via F = (f&jj, k = 1, 1, 
then Proposition 49 in [25] yields that f := F1, F2<l is a nondegenerate 9 X 9 
Schur function, i.e., f belongs to Sqxq (D), and, for each nonnegative integer 
k, the matrix Slfl given by (2) and (3) is strictly contractive. Using part (f) of 
Lemma 1.3.12 in [26], part (d> of Lemma 1.1.21 in [26], and part (b) of 
Lemma 3 in [35], we can conclude that (rk)rzO is nondegenerate. The proof 
of part (a> is complete. Part (b) follows immediately from Remark 2 in [35], 
Remark 14, and Remark 18. n 
LEMMA 8. 
(a) Let A E 9$$~:~’ and B E $$l’?’ be such that the associated 
Carathzodo y sequences coincide. Then A ‘= BU with some j,,-unita y matrix 
U. 
(b) Let C E .$$$’ and D E $$;jz’+) be such that the associated 
Carathgodo y sequencls coincide. Then C L VD with s0m.e jvg-unita y matrix 
V. 
Proof. (a): The matrix-valued functions F := C, A and G := C, B be- 
long to $z$?p’, where C, is given by (see 130, Remarks 7 and 81). Let 
F, = (q,;)j,k=1,2 and Go = (GjFk)j,k=l,2 be the’q x 9 block partitions of 
F, := Rstr,, F and G, := Rstr. o G. In -view of Lemma 3, neither the 
function det F,, nor det G,, vanishes in D. From Remarks 2, 11, and 17 we 
know that s1 := Ag(A,O,)-’ and @ := B,; (B,; )-’ belong to %$(D), where 
All := Rstr.o A, B, := Rstr.,, B, and where A, = (Ajc)j,k=1,2 and 
Ro = (RjF)j,k=l 2 are the 9 X q block partitions of A q and B q . By 
virtue of Proposition 2.1.3 in [26], the function det( Z4 + an) nowhere vanishes 
in ED, and 
f:= (I, - n)(z, + 0))’ (26) 
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belongs to ,F”gx ,(D). We have 
f = [Zq -AP,(A,O,)-‘]%([I, +A;(A&)-l]A&)-l 
= (A; - AP,)(A,O, + Ag)-l = F$(Fg)-f (27) 
Analogously, we get that 
g := (zq - @)(I, + a>-’ (28) 
belongs to Yq x ,(D) and admits the representation 
g = GP,(G,O,)-l. (29) 
Using Proposition 2.1.3 in [ZS], we see that both functions det( I, + f) and 
det(Z? + g) nowhere vanish in D and that 
fl= (1, -f)(Z, +f)-’ and @ = (Z4 - g)(Z, + g))‘. (30) 
Let <lYk>~=O be the q X q Caratheodory sequence which is associated with 
A, and let 
be the Taylor series representation of f around the origin. In view of (21, 
then we obtain from Lemmas 1.1.21 and 1.3.12 in [26] and from (261, (281, 
and (30) that 
st;f’ = (I, - sp)(zq + spy, sy = (I, - sp)( I, + py 
(31) 
and 
sp = (zq - sr,f’)(zg + sp-l, sy = (I, - sy)(z, + s$yl. 
(32) 
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Since (lYk)t,O is also the 9 X 9 Caratheodory sequence which is associated 
with B, we have St’] = Sk’]. From (31) then it follows that Slfl = S,i,gl, i.e., 
(ak)F=a is also the”sequence of the first 12 + 1 Taylor coefficients of g in the 
Taylor series representation of g around the origin. In view of (27) and (29) 
we can conclude from Theorem 3.6 and Definitions 2.1 and 3.3 in [32] that 
where Pqx9[ era, (~i,. . . , a,] is the set of all functions h EP~~~(D’> for 
which ( o+)t, ,, is exactly the sequence of the first n + 1 Taylor coefficients in 
its Taylor series representation around the origin. Using Theorem 2.8 in [32], 
Remark 4, and Remark 3, we get then F, = G, U with some j,,-unitary 
matrix U. Hence F = GU. Since Cg” = I, holds, we infer A = C, F = C,GU 
= BU. The proof of part (a) is complete. 
(b): We see from Remark 14 that A := c’ and B := g belong to $~~:~‘. 
$rt (a) shows then that there is a jTy-unitary matrix U such that c’ = 
DUeTherefore, if V := U*, then C = VD. Finally, since U is jqg-unitary the 
matrix V is jgg-unitary as well. l 
Now we are able to show that every Arov-normalized j,, - J,-elementary 
(or J, --j44-elementary) factor with pole at .z = m is uniquely determined by 
its associated Caratheodory sequence. 
THEOREM 1. 
(a) Let A E &$:i’ and B ES&~:’ ‘,9’ be such that the associated 
Carath&odoy sequences coincide. Then A ‘= B. 
(b) m A E &&?) “+ 1, m and B E J&‘/;$‘~ be such that the associated 
Carath&odoy sequences coincide. Then A = B. 
Proof. (a): According to Lemma 8 there is a j,,-unitary constant matrix 
U such that A = BU. In view of Remark 6, there are a matrix E E D,, and 
unitary matrices U, E @qxq and U, E 6Zqxq such that (18) holds true. IP(13) 
and 
(33) 
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are the q X q block partitions of A and B, respectively, then 
= A(0) = B(0) * U 
* * 
Ba2(0) -E*,/v -?Jl B,,(O)dv--kJ, ’ 
i 
Since B,(O), d--l, and U, are nonsingular, it follows E = 0, Xq 
and A,(O) = B22(0)U2. Since both matrices A,,(O) and B,,(O) are positive 
Hermitian, the uniqueness part of the theorem on the polar decomposition of 
matrices provides U, = I,. Using H(E) = H(OqXq) = I,, and 
A = BV = B diag(U,, Zu), (34) 
we then obtain 
This implies A[,;’ ‘I(O) = UT I?&+ ‘l(O). S ince both matrices li[z;’ ‘l(O) and 
I?$ “J(O) are positive Hermitian, it follows U, = I, as above. Using (34), then 
we finally get A = B. 
(b): From Remark 16 we get i E J$$‘,:” and B’ EL&‘~:$). R$mark 1,8 
provides that the q x q CarathQodory sequences associated with A and B, 
respectively, coincide. Part (a) then yields i - 5, i.e., A = B. l 
Observe that Lemmas 6 and 7 provide that the Carath&odory sequence 
which is associated with an arbitrary A E@!;:?) is necessarily nondegener- 
ate. Conversely, starting from an arbitrary nondegenerate 9 X 9 Carathbodory 
sequence (r,);,,, we will now construct an Arov-normalized j,, -J,- 
elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00 such that (Tk)LzO is 
exactly its associated Carathhodory sequence. 
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We will continue to assume that n is a nonnegative integer. Let (pk)i,a 
be an arbitrary nondegenerate q X q Caratheodory sequence. Then det p,, f 
0, and there is a unique sequence (Pi>;=, of q X q complex matrices such 
that 
s,,(r,, rl, . . . . r,> -s,(r;,,r; ,..., r-2 = I~,+~)~ (35) 
(see, e.g., [33, Part V, Lemma 251). This sequence (I’;);=, is a nondegenerate 
q x q Caratheodory sequence as well (see [33, Part V, Lemma 26]), i.e., the 
block Toeplitz matrix Tlr’] := % e(S,( r;, r;, . . . , I?; >) is positive Hermitian. 
For z E C, we set 
e,,,(z) := ( zq, ZZY) z”zq, . . . , z”ZJ, (36) 
e,,(z) := (Fly, ?-I, ,...) zz,, zJ*, (37) 
and 
?A( 2) := eny( z)(T,[r’l)-lef,(0), [;;I’( z) := 8;q(o)(T,[r’l)-1E,q( z). 
(39) 
Furthermore, let Lir’ := 9I e r,, Rir) := Se r,, and, if n > 0, then 
PI := (r,, r,_, ,..., r,), n ygl := (r:,r,* ,..., r,*)* 
and 
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PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that (I’k);=,, is a non&generate q x q Cara- 
thkodo y sequence. Then: 
(a> The function a,, : Cc --a C2qx2q given by 
belongs to &?;:!p’. 
(b) The function ‘IF,, : @ + @‘q x2q given by 
(40) 
(41) 
belongs to &l&J n+l,rn * 
Proof From Remark 2 in [33, Part I] and Lemma 11 in [33, Part III] we 
see det R[,‘!I # 0, rln(O) = (R’,r!,)-‘, det Z,[,‘)r # 0, and &(O) = (L[,r!r>-‘. 
Therefore a,, and *” are matrix polynomials of formal degree n + 1. Then 
from parts (e), (f) of Proposition 12 in [33, Part V] and Lemma 7 in [30] we 
get the assertion immediately. m 
The matrix-valued functions a,, and T” considered in Proposition 1 first 
occur in a paper of Arov and Krein [17], where they stated the following 
results without proof. For a proof, we refer the reader to [33, Part V, 
Theorem 281. 
THEOREM 2. Let (I’, );= o be a non&generate q X q Carathiodo y 
sequence, and let a,, : C + C2qx2q and q* : @ + C”q’“q be defined by (40) 
and (41). Zf a,,” := Rstr. D@n and *no := Rstr. n*,,, then iFqir,,, rl, . . . , r,,l 
=~$?~[~qxq(D>l and gq[r,, rl,. . . , I’,,1 = ~~~q~~~qxqOD)l. 
The following theorem shows in particular that, for every nondegenerate 
q X q Caratheodory sequence (Pk&ISO, there is a function A E &$‘9;$) such 
that (lYk)~+ is exactly its associated Caratheodory sequence. 
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THEOREM 3. Let (r,)r= 0 be a nondegenerate q X 4 Car&&&y 
sequence. 
(a) The function @,, : C -+ C2qx2q given by (40) is a full-rank Arov-nor- 
wuzlized j,, - ],-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = a, the 
associated Caratheodoy sequence of which is exactly (r,);=,. 
(b) The function q,, : C -+ C2qx2q given by (41) is a full-rank Arov-nor- 
malized Jq - jq,-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 03, the 
associated Caratheodoy sequence of which is exactly (rk)[=O. 
Proof. (a): Proposition 1 shows that Q,, belongs to $$‘;:2’. Setting 
A := Cp, and using the q X q block partition (13) of A, we obtain from (40) 
and the fact that both matrices R’,r! 1 and Ll,r! 1 are nonsingular that 
A,,(O) = dm - ’ > 0, A,,(O) = 0, and A[;;+l](O) = dLiri I l,,(O) 
= m-1 > 0. Consequently, a,, is Arov-normalized. By virtue of Theo- 
rem 2, we get that fl q := A,, A,;l belongs to Fq[r,,, rr, . . . , I’,], i.e., (rk)zZO 
is the Caratheodory sequence which is associated with @,. 
(b): Part (b) can be analogously proved. n 
Theorem 3 leads us to the following notion. 
DEFINITION 8. Let (lYk)$, a be a nondegenerate q x q Caratheodory 
sequence. 
(a) The function a’, : C -+ C2qx2q given by (40) is called the Arov-nor- 
malized j,, - Jg-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = m which 
is associated with (I’k)[ZO. 
(b) The function ?n : @ + C2qx2q given by (41) is said to be the 
Arov-normalized J, -jqq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at 
z = 00 which is associated with (Pk)i,a. 
THEOREM 4. 
(a) Let A E &:jyl:2), and let (rk )tSO be the q X q Caratheodoy se- 
quence which is associated with A. Then A is exactly the unique Arov-normal- 
ized j,, - Jq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = CC which is 
associated with (Tk)gSO, i.e., A = a’,, where a,, :@ -+ C2qx2q is given by 
(40). 
(b) Let A E&‘(‘~“,~) n+1,= 3 and let (rk)t, O be the q x q Caratheodoy se- 
quence which is associated with A. Then A is exactly the unique Arov-normal- 
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ized Jq - jqq-elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00 which is 
associated with (I’k);=O, i.e., A = q,,, where q” : 62 + C2qx2q is given by 
(40. 
Proof. Use Theorems 1 and 3. n 
Observe that Lemma 7 and Theorems 1, 3, and 4 show that there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between &-k M n+ 1.m and the set of all nondegener- 
ate 9 X 9 Caratheodory sequences. At the end of this section, we will 
characterize the situation that given matrix-valued functions which belong to 
&>;I,‘) and .& ,,$ij’,“’ have the same associated Caratheodory sequence. 
THEOREM 5. Let A E .~$!!;],4), and let (rk)izO be the 9 X 9 
Caratheodoy sequence which is associated with A. Let B EJZ&“;~~‘~), and 
let (Ak);=O be the 9 x 9 Caratheodoy sequence associated with B.’ Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) For each k E {O, 1,. . . , n), the equation I’, = Ak holds true. 
(ii) For each z E d=, the identity B(z)U,, A(z) = -zn+‘Uqg is fulfilled, 
where 
Zf (i) is satisfied, then 
where ano := Rstr, D a,, and q,,a := Rstr. D q,,. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii): By virtue of Theorem 4, we see from (i) that A = @, 
and B = W,,, where a, and q,, are given by (40) and (41). Hence applying 
part (b) of Proposition 12 in [33, Part VI, we obtain (ii). 
(ii) - (i): Using Lemma 1.6.2 in [26], (14), (15), and Lemma 3, it follows 
from (ii) that 
A,&)[AB(~)~-~ =tii2#‘qxq) ==T$‘;‘p)(Oqxq) = [Gk4]%,(4 
(43) 
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is fulfilled for all z E C\(O), where (13) and (33) are the 4 X q block 
partitions of A and B, respectively. By continuity, the identity (43) also holds 
for z = 0. In view of Definition 7, we get (i). 
If (i) is satisfied, then Lemma 1.6.2 in [26], Theorem 2, and Theorem 4 
yield (42). W 
5. A COMPLETION PROBLEM FOR AROV-NORMALIZED 
j,, - &-ELEMENTARY FACTORS 
From Lemma 3 it is obvious that the right lower 4 X q block A,, of an 
arbitrary j,, - J,-elementary factor A with pole of order n + 1 at z = m is a 
q x q matrix polynomial the determinant of which does not vanish in 119 U T. 
If A is Arov-normalized as well, then A,,(O) is positive Hermitian (see 
Definition 6). Conversely, there arises the following question: If X is an 
arbitrarily given q X q matrix polynomial the determinant of which nowhere 
vanishes in D U U and which satisfies X(0) > 0, does there exist an Arov- 
normalized j,, - Jq-elementary factor A such that the right lower q X q 
block of A is exactly X? The goal of this section is to show that the answer is 
positive. In [ll-161, D. Z. Arov and the authors studied block completion 
problems for j,, - jg,-inner and j,, - Jg-inner functions. For the special 
case of Arov-normalized j,, - J4-elementary factors, the results of this 
section could be derived from this general theory. However, the concrete 
situation can be handled in a more direct way, which will be done now. 
LEMMA 9. Let (r&o and (rkg ):+ be nondegenerate q X q 
Caratheodo y sequences. 
(a) Let a,, and @,’ be the Arov-norma2izedjug - Jy-elementary factors 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = 00 which are associated with (I’k);=O and 
(r: I;,(), respectively. lf the right lower q X q blocks of a,, and Q,,. 
coincide, then there is a q X q Hermitian complex matrix H, such that 
r, = I’: + iH, and r, = rk’ for all k E (1,2,. . . , n). 
(b) Let q,, and * ,,’ be the Arov-normalized J4 - j,,-elementa y factors 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = m which are associated with (rk)i+ and 
(rx+ respectively. Zf the right lower q X q blocks of W,, and q,,’ 
coincide, then there is a q X q Hermitian complex matrix G, such that 
To = r: + iG, and r, = I’,. for all k E {1,2, . . . , n}. 
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Proof Suppose that the right lower q X q blocks of a,, and a,’ 
coincide. Because of (40) and ~“(0) = (Elf! 1)-’ > 0 this implies that 
for all z E ID, where q,,’ is given by (1) (36) and Tir’] := !II e(S,( Tom, 
I?:, . . . , r,y )) as 
q,F( z) := en& z)(T,lr’1)-‘,:8(0), 2 E @. 
Hence, q,,(O)dm -’ = v: (O)dm - ‘, i.e. q,,(O) = q,,n (0). Applying 
(44) again, we thus see that q,, = 17,’ holds true i e (Ttrl)-re* (0) = 
(~t”l)-‘e* (0). A result due to Gohberg and ieinig [3;] ther?yields 
(‘$1)-r =‘&tr’l)- Therefore Tirl = TtrDl. Th’ 
paL (a). Part <a) . 
” 1s completes the proof of 
can be verified similarly. n 
Now we are able to give a complete answer to the completion problem 
formulated above. 
THEOREM 6. Let X be a q X q matrix polynomial of formal degree n 
which has the following two properties: 
(i) X(0) is positive Hermitian 
(ii) The function det X nowhere vanishes in D U T. 
Furthermore, let H be a q X q Hermitian complex matrtx. 
(a) There exists a unique Arov-normalized j,, - Jq-elementary f&or A 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = CC such that A,, = X and 
5 m{ A,,(O)] A,,(O)]-r} = H, where (13) is the q X q block partition of A. 
(b) There exists a unique Arov-normalized J, - j99-elementay factor B 
with pole of order n + 1 at .z = ~0 such that B,, = X and 
Z9m{[B,,(O)]-‘B,,(O)} = H, where (33) is the q X q block partition of B. 
Proof. (a): Set E := 2 X(z)X(O). Then E(O) = 2[ X(0)1’ > 0 and 
@o = &TX(O). (4% 
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Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that det E does not vanish in D U T. Let 
( &&‘=a be the unique sequence of q X q complex matrices such that 
E(z) = i &zk 
k=O 
for all x E @. Then there is a unique positive definite sequence (Ck)c+ of 
q X q complex matrices such that 
-1 
I 
I, 
0 qxq 
0’ 
4x4 
(see, e.g., 134, Theorem 41). Let r0 := Co + iH, and let Ik := 2Ck for all 
k E {1,2,..., n}. Obviously, (rk.;=, is a nondegenerate q X q Caratheodory 
sequence. Let A be the Arov-normalized j,, - Jg-elementary factor with 
pole of order n + 1 at z = 03 which is associated with (rk);=,. If (13) is the 
q x q block partition of A, then we get from (do), (43), (38), and (45) that 
the lower right q X q block A,, of A satisfies 
for all z E C. Moreover, in view of Remark 19, we have 
%n( A,,(O)[ A,,(O)] -‘) = 3m I?, = H. 
Now assume that A. is an arbitrary element of ti!i: !J) satisfying 
and 
(46) 
A$_ = X 
sm( A:2(0)[ A&(0)1-l) = H, (47) 
where A, = (AjT)j,k=l 2 is the q X q block partition of A.. Let 
be the q x q Caratheodory sequence which is associated with A,. 
(r: );+ 
Then we 
see from Theorem 3 that A, is exactly the Arov-normalized j,, -I,- 
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elementary factor with pole of order n + 1 at z = m which is associated with 
(l?F),i!,O. Using A& = X = A,, and Lemma 9, we obtain that there is a 
9 X 9 Hermitian complex matrix H, such that r, = I’a’ + iH, and r, = rk’ 
for all k E {1,2, . . . , n}. From Remark 19, (46), and (47) we get 
3tt1 r: = H = 3m r, = 3m(r$ + in,) = 3m r: + H,, 
i.e., H, = Oqxq. Therefore rk’ = r, for all k E (0, 1, . . . , n). Thus, Theorem 
1 yields A. = A. The proof of part 9) is complete. 
(b): The matrix polynomial Y := X is of formal degree n and also satisfies 
Y(0) = X(O) > o@+ as det Y(z) = det [ X(z)]* # 0 for all z E l0 U T. Ac- 
cording to part (a), let A be an Arov-normalized j,, - Jy-elementary factor 
with pole of order n + 1 at z = m such that A,, = Y and 
Sm{A,,(O)[ A,,(O)[ A,,(O)l-‘1 = -H. In view of Remark 16, we get that 
B := 2 belongs to SZ&?~~~. Moreover, we see that AZ2 is the right lower 
9 x 9 block of B. Because &a(z> = Y’(z) = X(Z) for all z E C, 
sm( [B,,(O)] %1(O)) = sm{ [ &do)] -l ,i,,(O)) 
= sm( [A*,,(O)] -’ A%(O)) 
= -3m(A,,(O)[ A,,(O)]-‘) = H. (48) 
Thus the function B has the desired properties. Now let B * be an arbitrary 
element of &‘J4”44) n+l.-a such that, with obvious 9 X 9 block partition, B,; = X 
and 3 m([ Bg (O)]- ‘B2: (0)) = H. Then Remark 16 provides that A’ := B’ ’ 
J belongs to dj”;,J , ’ ) the right lower 9 X 9 block of which is Y. Moreover we 
get analogously to (48) that 
3m(A~(0)[A&(O)]-1) = -H. 
Thus part (a) shows that A ’ is uniquely determined. In view of B ’ = A’, 
we see that B ’ is unique, i.e., B ’ = B. n 
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